17:00 - Projektraum H48, Neukölln - Workshop - Gentrification, Racism and Displacement (in English)
18:00 - Camp - Legal workshop
20:00 - Camp - Concert - „Soultecniques“ (Rap‘n‘Reggae) - „Crying Wölf“ (CountryPunkSongwriter) - „FaulenzA“ (PunkSongwriter) - „Tapete“ (RapChansonPunk) - „eSJot“ (Sprechgesang) - „Fidl Kunterbunt“ (Singer&Songwriter)
21:00 - Rauchhaus - Concert - „40 23“ (Electro punk) - „Tsowa“ - „Louis Lingg and the bombs“ (Anarchist punk pop) - „Stock exchange“ - „Tad girls“
(Punk cheerleaders)
22:00 - Köpi AGH - Concert - „AGROTÓXICO“ (HC-Punk/ São Paulo) - „Dörrterror“ (Raupunk/ Anti-Cimexland) - „Last Under the Sun“ (fast chaotic
hardcore punk rock/ Birmingham/GB)

SUNDAY 12-09-2010
12:00 - Liebig14 - Workshop - Moving/ Building/ Color/ Line/ etc.
14:00 - 16.00 - Camp - Debate - How to root radical left projects and social movements‘ spaces in the neighbourhood? Both to help defending existing
projects and to give them a political relevance in social life. Experience with the Berlin district Initiatives, the rent increases and gentrification work
against with space projects, and others who want more than just protect their freedom. On the prospects and problems of social work rooted where we
live.
10:00 - 19:00 - Vetomat - Workshop - Stencil and chalk workshop + Vandal session in the street
15:00 - Camp - Open Discussions - ‚Themes:‘
1. Differences and common points between Houseprojekts, CSO, CSOA, Artist squat?
2. Questions of repression and of the possibilities we have to resist?
3. Presentation of different fights like cultural ones, economic ones, politic ones...
Description of all the context and how each collective fights related to that.
17:00 - Camp - Workshop - Communication is the key to forming lasting connections and organizing successful movements. In this workshop, you will
actively engage in discussion, roleplaying and trust building activities to discover strategies for starting and maintaining a positive dialogue and healthy
relationships. Particular focus will be paid to the idea of consent.
18:00 - Camp - Self-Defense Workshop - The training is appropriated for beginners and advanced people and will be adjusted according to the participants. - Release techniques against trapping of hands, arms and items. - duration: ~2h
19:00 - Camp - Theatre - 20 min - Une jeune fille fraîchement débarquée d‘un pays étranger se met en quête d‘un logement dans la capitale. Mais le marché immobilier et rude et elle ne trouve comme unique possibilité de logement qu‘une chambre chez une veille dame en échange de quelques me

MONDAY 13-09-2010
12:00 - XB-Liebig/Dorfplatz - Breakfast at XB-Liebig/Dorfplatz (you should join this!)
12:00 - Liebig14 - Workshop - Moving/ Building/ Color/ Line/ etc.
14:00 - Camp - Debate - Media & Activism
14:30 - Camp - Speech - Football/Soccer as a stabilizing element of governance
15:00 - Camp - Speech - Introduction and short story of Centre of Independent Arts and artist squat Tuzrakter in the context of last 20 years of underground scene of Budapest
15:30 - Frankfurter Tor - Demonstration for the Liebig14
16:00 - Camp - Speech - Squatting in Berlin & homelessness
16:00-Camp- Presentation - Media, Internet & Propaganda - There are various projects around Europe that are presenting what is happening in squats
and autonomous spaces. Projects like Usurpa exist in London and Barcelona, Stressfaktor in Berlin and various similar projects around Germany. How
do these projects complement each other? Do they complement at all? What is our next step? Many people are already using commercial social networks.
What is missing from our side? What is Radar offering after ten years of existence? How do we get people navigating between Radar, Stressfaktor, Usurpa and the 1000 blogs / websites offering a political agenda?
19:30 - Camp - Meeting - Autonomous Assembly (Berlin) - Topic: Squatting houses in Berlin - Does it work? If not, what are the alternatives? Another
Topic: Reflection of the „Freedom not Fear“-Demonstration. More Information: http://avvberlin.blogsport.de
20:00 - Camp - Singer-Songwriter-Concert- „Konny“ (political vagrant guitar)- „Teds n Grog“ (anarchist folk-punk)- „Geigerzähler“ (solo-unpluggedpunkrock with violin)- „Früchtes des Zorns“ (leftist radical collective-folk) and more
20:00 - Lunte - Anarcho syndicalist bar
22:00 - Köpi Koma F - Concert - „Urban Blight“ (80ies Oldschool/ Canada) + Support

TUESDAY 14-09-2010
12:00 - Liebig14 - Workshop - Moving/ Building/ Color/ Line/ etc.
14:00 - Camp - Speech - Autonomous Centre Cologne *squatted since April 2010* (presentation and discussion about the squatting of the KHD-Canteen
in Cologne, its history, strategies and problems)
14:00 - Vetomat - Workshop - Silkscreen
15:00 - Camp - Speech - Special aspects of human rights of Roma People and communities in Hungary and some other eastern european countries since
1989 till present (done by human rights activists) & The history and present of Roma community support center and school mainly Roma populated
village Sajókaza
16:00 - Kadterschmiede - Workshop - Lock Picking (Please bring your old locks!)
16:00 - Camp - Speech - „Soccer vs. Riot Folk“

18:00 - Camp - Self Defense Workshop - Defence and disarming against stick-attacks - duration: ~2h
20:00 - Vetomat - Jam - Spoken word show - Musician jam with spoken word artists
19:30 - Camp - Performance - Spectacle comique : „Radio archéologie“ - 30 min

WEDNESDAY 15-09-2010
12:00 - Camp - Speech and Discussion - Who protects us from (police-)violence?

14:00 - Camp - Speech - Rascist police violence
15:00 - Camp - Workshop - Workshop about worker‘s solidarity in Belfast, Northern Ireland
15:30 - Place will be announced - Workshop - How to... Feuerlöscher/fire drencher! Spray-paint your walls larger.
17:00 - Camp - Presentation - Presentation about squatting in Barcelona (brief history of squatting, the squat office, the english squatting manual and
current events) with a discussion with everyone about resistance tactics for evictions and future ideas for creating liberated spaces in different countries.
19:00 - Wagenburg - Laster & Hänger - Theatre + Vokü - 20 min - Une jeune fille fraîchement débarquée d‘un pays étranger se met en quête d‘un logement dans la capitale. Mais le marché immobilier et rude et elle ne trouve...
20:00 - New Yorck - Discussion round about „ Urban planning in the Mediaspree Area“
21:00 - Abstand - Concert - „Bildet Banden“ (HC) - „Rai Ko Ris“ (Punk) - „Pyro One“ (Hip Hop)
21:00 - Sama-Café - Documentary and vegan food: „Never Say Never – the Eviction of Mainzer Street (1990)“

THURSDAY 16-09-2010
11:00 - Meeting Point: Camp -Workshop - Foundation workshop of a garden collective
14:00-16:00 - Camp - Workshop - Consensus is a model of collective decision-finding with the aim to respect as many personal interests as possible. In
contrast to the principle of majority rule, minorities do not feel overlooked but are integrated in decision-making. Hierarchies can be deconstructed and
organisations can be democratized with the help of consensus decision-making. This workshop should show how consensus decision-making functions
practically and which problems could arise. Apart from an introduction, there will be space for discussion and an exchange of experiences. Which experiences have been gathered with consensus decision-making so far? Which problems arose and how were they solved?
16:00 - Kadterschmiede - Workshop - Lock Picking (Please bring your old locks!)
18:00 - Camp - Speech - Living and social struggles (FAU)
18:00 - Camp - Self defence workshop - Defence against fist strikes (different punches) - duration: ~2h
18:30 - XB-Liebig - Performance - „DUO“ - Dancer and a pianist - 20 min.
19:00 - Camp - Performance - Spectacle comique : „Radio archéologie“ - 30 min
19:00 - Linienhof - Screening - Documentary „Boom - The Sound of Eviction“ on the gentrification process in San Francisco during the new economy
boom - and on a big variety of protest and resistance action against rising rents, displacement and evictions. (96 min., in english)
20:00 - Meeting Point: Rotes Rathaus (Station Alexanderplatz) - Demonstration against Gentrification
21:00 - Köpi AGH - Concert - „Global Parasite“ (Punk/Wales) - „Rejected“ (Punk/Wales)

FRIDAY 17-09-2010
18:00 - Potsdam- Action day in Potsdam Reclaim the Streets - Open Air Concert against gentrification, displacement and capitalism. More information
will follow. Pay attention to announcements.
11:00 - Linienhof - Workshop - D.I.Y.Metal forge - beginner and advance people welcome
14:30 - Meeting Point: Dorfplatz or Warschauer Straße - Kiez-Tour - „Run through the time“ with contemporary witnesses from Mainzer Straße
18:00 - U-Bhf Osloer Straße - Demonstration - Antifa-Demo
19:00 - Schwarzer Kanal - Theatre - 20 min - Une jeune fille fraîchement débarquée d‘un pays étranger se met en quête d‘un...
20:00 - Camp - Performance - „DUO“ - Dancer and a pianist - 20 min.
22:00 - Köpi Koma F - Concert - „DissChrist“ (Anti-Chrust/ Berlin, last show) + Aftershowparty

SATURDAY 18-09-2010
12:30 - Neptunbrunnen (Alexanderplatz) - Manifestation - Manifestation against the silent protest of anti-abortionists
14:45 - St. Hedwig-Kathedrale (Bebelplatz) - Manifestation - Manifestation against the silent protest of anti-abortionists		
??:?? - ? - Stop Fascists! Protests against NPD‘s election campaign (NPD=National Democratic Party (Germany‘s biggest neo-fascist party) - Like many
times before, the neo-fascist party NPD wants to agitate against an equal way of living with flat slogans. The planned integration law by the Berlin Senate
should serve as an occasion to fan fear against an alleged „superalienation“. Besides, a few neo-fascist bands should fill the Berlin people with hatred
sound at the manifestation for the beginning of the NPD‘s election campaign. Some of them are registered as previously convicted NPD-officials. We say
No! No room for fascists in the parlaments, in the streets, places and heads. Neo-fascists and police are still keeping the exact place a secret. Watch out
for more announcements.
20:00 - Camp - Performance - music tropisch - buits crew muzik räp performance - 30 min
21:00 - Place will be announced - Concert - „Cut my skin“ (Punk) and more?

SUNDAY 19-09-2010
13:00 - Kadterschmiede - Vegan Soli-Brunch - Soli brunch for R94. There will be heavenly vegan food, good zapatista-coffee, table soccer and relaxed
music. Spend a relaxed sunday in the yard of Rigaer94 or inside. The Kadterschmiede and parts of the Rigaer94 are still endangered of eviction.
14:00 - Meeting Point: middle of the Oberbaumbrücke (Station Warschauer Straße) - Citytour: Guidance through the „Mediaspree area“
18:00 - Laster & Hänger Wagenburg - Performance - About ECFC: - The rebellion is in the human nature. What brings the terrorists to become terrorists? What leads a person to become a martyr for the good of a society that rejects him? In the space two actresses, a musician, a trunk, a megaphone,
a balaclavas and a waterproof. A gun. Words are extrapolated from political press become part of absurd discourses of love and they take place in a bed
that we imagine as a container for a ful generation. Dialogues subversive whispered in the twilight of a hideout on the fringes of society. Insults to an
audience that can not understand the reasons and a body in sensory isolation described by words sung in the wire of a microphone.
22:00 - Köpi Koma F - Concert - „Government Flu“ (cooler Hardcore/ Pol), „Calm The Fire“ (Düsterer HC-Punk/ Pol) + „Ape Attack“ (Raging Thrash
HC-Punk/ Berlin)

MONDAY 20-09-2010

9:00 - JVA Charlottenburg - S-Bahnhof Beusselstrasse - “Small Raushole“‘ - Today Laurynas is getting out of prison. And we come to pick him up.
Please come punctual! Laurynas was arrested because he slapped a policemen in his face and attacked a policecar in a free-space-demonstration at 14.
March 2009.

